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SECTION –A 

Q1The total number of terms after the expansion of (푥 + 푎)100+(푥 − 푎)100after simplification is. 

 Q2.The total number of possible outcomes when a coin is tossed 6 times is 

Q3.Find x, 4x+3≥ 2푥 + 17,3푥 − 5 < −2 

Q4.If a =cos휃 + 푖 푠푖푛휃, 푓푖푛푑 푡ℎ푒 푣푎푙푢푒 표푓  

SECTION-B 

Q5.If 퐶=36 , 퐶 = 84 and 퐶=126,find 퐶 

Q6. Show that the solution set of the following system of linear inequalities is an unbounded region. 
2x+y≥8, x+2y≥ 10, 푥,푦 ≥ 표 

 Q7. Find the value of the expression:3[sin4( -∝) + sin4(3휋 + 훼)] −2{sin6( + 훼)+sin6(5휋 − 훼)}. 

Q9.The domain and range of the real function defined by F(x) =
 

 

Q1O.Let A,B and C be sets .Then show that :A∩(BUC)=(A∩B)U(A∩C) 

 Q11.Find the value of tan22°30 ͦ’ 

 Q12.Let U be the set of all boys and girls in a school,G be the set of all girls in the school,B be the set of 
all boys in the school, and S be the set of all students in the school who take swimming .some,but not 
all,studentin the school take swimming .Draw a venn diagram showing one of the possible 
interrelationalship among sets U,G,B and S. 

SECTION-C 

Q13.Prove that sin휃 + 푠푖푛2휃 + 푠푖푛3휃 + ⋯… … … . 푠푖푛푛휃 =
 ( )

/
, ∀ nԑN. 

 Q14.Find the domain and range of the function: f(x)= 
√

  and f(x)=1+3cos2x 

 Q15.Prove that cosӨcosӨ/2 – cos3Өcos 9Ө/2=sin7Өsin8Ө 



Q16. If 휃 lies in the first quadrant and cos휃=8/17,then find the value of : 

 cos(30°+Ө) + cos(45°-Ө)+cos(120°+Ө). 

 Q17.Prove the statement by the principle of mathematical induction:)n3-7n+3 is divisible by 3,for each 
natural number  n. 

Q18. A solution of 9%acid is to be diluted by adding 3%acid solution to it. The resulting mixture is to be 
more5% but less than 7%.If there is 460litres of the 9% solution, how many liters 3% solution will have 
to be added? 

Q19.If the letters of the word RACHIT are arranged in all possible ways as listed in dictionary .then what 
is the rank of the word RACHIT? 

Q20.Find the sixth term in the expansion (y1/2+x1/3)n,if the binomial coefficient the third term from the 
end is 45. 

 Q21.In a class of 60 students ,25 students play cricket and 20 students play tennis and 10 students play 
both the games.find the number of students who play neither. 

Q22.Is g={(1,1)(2,3)(3,5),(4,5)}a function? Justify .I s this is described by the relation ,g(x)=훼푥 + 훽,then 
what values should be assigned to ∝ 푎푛푑훽 

Q23.Prove that sin4A=4sinAcos3A-4cosAsin3A 

SECTION-D 

Q24.Find the general solutionof the equation:sinx-3sin2x+sin3x=cosx-3cos2x+cos3x. 

Q25.If cos(∝ +훽)=4/5 and sin(∝ −훽)=5/13,where ∝ lies between 0 and 휋/4,find the value of tan2∝.. 

Q26.Find the value of the expression cos4  + cos4  + cos4 + cos4  

 Q27.In drilling world’s deepest hole it was found that the temperature T in degree celcius,xkm below 
the earth’s surface was given by T=30 +25(x-3),3≤ 푥 ≤ 15.at what depth will the temperature be 
between 155ͦ°퐶 푎푛푑 205°퐶? 

 Q28.Abox contains two white ,three black and four red balls.In how many ways can three balls can be 
drawn from the box,if atleast one black ball is to be included in a draw. 

 Q29.If the coefficient of second,third and fouth terms in the expansion of (1+x)2n are in A.P. Show that 
2n2 -9n+7=0 


